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As it is said that the latest version of TWRP recovery is the new user
interface, let me take you through the process to install it on Huawei
Ascend P7. This updated version brings some design modifications and
the user interface. We will be focusing on the simplicity and user interface
of the update. The latest version of TWRP introduces a new dark blue
color for the dots instead of black color, thus we can see a slight change
on the user interface. Team Win Recovery Project, or TWRP for short, is
based on a concept of simplicity, reliability, and security that any
manufacturer of a mobile device could have coming. Its designed for the
average user, not a technical person, to be able to use the device in a
simplest way. It provides easy access to many functions that a device
usually includes, like fastboot, multi-window, and backup. In the present
time, the best TWRP version for the Nexus device are based on android
4.2 and up. In many sections, we will be discussing with a nexus device.
However, you can easily flash and install TWRP on a normal android
device. All you need is a fastboot capable device. You can easily find out
by running commands. For example, a Nexus 6P can easily flash TWRP
3.0.1 on it. Once TWRP is installed successfully on your device, we will
move to the customization of the system files.The Android system runs
directly on the Linux kernel. The kernel interacts with hardware drivers
and manages the file system. A kernel is considered as more stable than
the other parts of the Android system. Also Linux kernel is open source, so
its suitable for creating custom ROMs.
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At the main TWRP screen, click on the option Backup. This screen will ask
for the location where you want to backup your data. Once data is ready,
type it in the box, hit OK to confirm the backup operation. Now, tap the
option Wipe. This option will allow you to wipe any data that is available
on your device. All data will be erased permanently. Through TWRP you
can flash official ROMs, CustomROMs, kernels,add-ons, zip files Xposed

Module on your Huawei Ascend G820s, install SuperSU or Magiskthatgives
you root access to your Huawei Ascend G620s.the custom recovery has
more additional features,restore & repair a soft-bricked Huawei Ascend
G620s device, Wiping, backing up, restoring partition,Make a Nandroid

backup, create and restore Huawei Ascend G620s backups, & Wipe data
or factory reset yourHuawei Ascend G620s mobile. & There are a few

Advanced section of TWRP likeFix permissions ADB Sideload File Manager
Wrap up. On Huawei Ascend P7, you need to download the TWRP recovery

of 3.0.0-0 For Huawei Ascend P7 size 585 KB. So connect your Huawei
Ascend P7 to PC, extract the downloaded folder in the internal storage.

You need to install the TWRP recovery in Huawei Ascend P7. Turn off the
Huawei Ascend P7 and then press and hold the Volume Down and Power

buttons until the list of menu appears. Then choose the option Install
TWRP to install TWRP recovery in Huawei Ascend P7. To install the TWRP

recovery, tap the OK button to confirm. 5ec8ef588b
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